Thank you for your review and comments on “Optical Transport Networks & Technologies Standardization Work Plan.” Attached is Issue 23, the latest version updated by the SG15 meeting in June 2017.

Editor of the document thanks you for your continued support and the information provided.

From the previous issue (Issue 22), the document is split into two parts to separate up-to-date snapshot-type information and comprehensive database-type information.

- Part 1 provides highlights of relevant SDOs’ activity.
- Part 2 updated.

Splitting the document into the two parts is intended to make this information more useful and attractive to the potential readers. ITU-T SG15 is considering more effective way to provide the information and more efficient way to maintain and update it. For example for Part 1, setting up the template for reporting. For Part 2, automated production based on database is under consideration.

Again, any comments, not only the correction/update of the information but also the ways to provide the information are highly appreciated.
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